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STERN UNIVERSITY, SRILANKA
EXAMTNATTON tN SCTENCE (2007 tzOOSl

( December, January, 2008)
CS 202 - OPERATING SYSTEMS

(Proper and Repeat)
uestions Time allowedl2 H6iE

Define the terms "Job Scheduling" and ,,CpU Scheduling,,.
Draw the process state diagram and briefly explain each state transition.
Define the operations p(s) and V(s) on a semaphore ,s,.

The following is a skeleton of the solution of the producer Consumer problem using(counting) semaphores:

Produc€r
do{

f produce data ./
P(____);
P(- _*J;

I write the data into the buffer */
vL_ _ _);
vL___);

)while (1);

Consumer
do{

P(-__J;
P(_ __J;

/' remove data from the buffer "/
v(_ _*_);

f consume the data */

] while (1);

i. What do you understand by the ,'producer 
Consumer problem,,?

ii. Define.the required semaphores giving their initial values. lnsert the appropriatesemaphore into p{) and V0 operators to give me correcl soiuiioi. 
'

Define lhe "Response time,,, ,,Waiting 
time" and ,,Turn around tjme,,.

What do you understand by the .Context 
Switching,?

Explain the "Priority scheduling" giving advantages and disadvantages.
Given the following information;

Draw the Gantt chart for each of the following.scheduling algorithms and calculate theaverage waiting lime and average turn arouna time toi eictiats;;id;. - "
. Round robin (using a time quantum of4);. Pre-emptive priority scheduling.

Which is the most efflcient algorithm for the particular problem? Justify your answer.
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a3)
a. Define "Deadlock"?

b. Describe the necessary conditions for a dead tock to occur.

c. How do you recover the system from a dead lock?

d. Consider the following system with 6 processes and 4 resources:
. Process P1 holds Rl and wants R2 and R3.
. Process P2 holds nothing but wants R2 and R3.
. Process P3 holds nothing but wants R3 and R4.
. Process P4 holds R2 and wants R1.
. Process P5 holds R3 and wants R2.
. Process P6 holds R4 and wants R2 and R3.

i). Draw the "Resource Allocation Graph" for the above svstem.ii). Draw the 'Wait for graph' for the above system.
iiD. Examine lhe system for deadlock situation and if the system is deadlocke(

processes involved in deadlock, justify your answer.

a4)
a. Describe the Fixed partitioning and Dynamic partitioning schemes.
b. Explain the First-fit and Best-fit memory allocation schemes.
c. Explain the memory deallocation methods for the following scenarios in the dyn

partitioning scheme.
. Memory block to be deallocated is isolated from the other free blocks;. Memory block to be deallocated is adjacent to another free block:. Memory block to be deallocated is between two free blocks;

d. The following tables focus the free and busy list of memory blocks of a dyn
partitioned system:

lf the jobs finish its execution one after the other in the following order, show the frs
after the completion of each job.

l. Completion of Job B.

ll. Completion of Job A

lll. Completion of Job D

Free list:
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